Specifications

Weight: 120g
Voltage Range: 0.35V-8.0V
Temperature Range: 200-600℃
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 22mmx53mm

TFV8 Baby Tank
Capacity: 3ml

WARNING
1) Screw off the battery cover counterclockwise;
2) Scratch off the coating on the tank to ensure no fake codes. Fill them into the input box on the webpage to verify. The result will come out after a few seconds.

Warranty
While the device is locked, hold Power Button for 5s, choose POWER OFF, and the screen turns off, which means the device is power off.
Reset after power on.

Appendix 2 Screen Prompts Table

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
it counterclockwise.

while screen is locked status, fast press Power Button 5 times – power on with “SMOK”
while screen is unlocked status, fast press Power Button 5 times – power off with “SMOK”

Power + DOWN Button simultaneously to switch among STRENGTH HARD, STRENGTH NORM, STRENGTH SOFT.
Power + UP Button simultaneously to switch from 15W to 85W.
Fast click 5 times in 2s – Power On;
Click Up – Increase the wattage value;
Click Down – reduce the wattage value;
Click Down – reduce the temperature coefficient of resistance;
Long press 5s – choose Power OFF with “SMOK”;
Fast click 5 times - Unlock Screen;

TOO HOT! Stop vaping, you can vape again after 30s
OHMS TOO LOW
BATTERY LOW
WORKING VOLTAGE
WORKING POWER
TEMPERATURE PROTECTED
TEMPERATURE PROTECTED
WATT MODE
TC MODE
VW MODE
MEMORY MODE

ATTENTIONS
1. Enter VW Mode: switch among TC Mode, VW Mode and MEMORY Mode by pressing Power Button + DOWN Button simultaneously while screen is locked.
2. Use POWER + UP Button simultaneously to switch among STRENGTH HARD, STRENGTH NORM, STRENGTH SOFT.
3. Please avoid making the e-liquid into your mouth directly.
4. When the screen shows “TEMPERATURE PROTECTED”, the heating coil will be forced to stop working when one vaping is longer than 12s, release once to vape again)
5. Please refill the tank when the e-liquid is nearly used out to avoid dry-burning of the atomizer.
6. Please do not drop, throw or mishandle this product as the outer shell or inner used for a long period.
7. Then screw the atomizer core and the glass tube together.
8. Please keep this product away from children and pregnant women.

THE KIT INCLUDES
1 x TFV8 Baby Tank
1 x V8 Baby-Q2 Core
1 x AL85 Kit

Replacement Atomizer Core:
1. Firstly, screw the drip tip and top cap off the tank; then, screw the atomizer core and the glass tube together.
2. Replace the atomizer core:
3. get the organic cotton completely saturated.

Replace Glass Tube:
Firstly, screw the drip tip and top cap off the tank; then, screw the atomizer core and the glass tube together.
Replace Atomizer Core:
Firstly, screw the drip tip and top cap off the tank; then, screw the atomizer core and the glass tube together.

Replace E-liquid:
Firstly, screw the drip tip and top cap off the tank; then, screw the atomizer core and the glass tube together.

Replace Glass Tube:
Firstly, screw the drip tip and top cap off the tank; then, screw the atomizer core and the glass tube together.